Thanks for downloading! We hope that you

LOVE YOUR PRINTABLE!
Find us on
social media!

GET OUR 7 DAYS OF LOVE PROGRAM FOR FREE!
Get ready to have a great time learning how to love your spouse! What’s that, you
already know how? Well, The Dating Divas are here to give you a whole new perspective
on delighting your better half with our incredible 7 Days of Love Program… and its
absolutely free when you sign up for our newsletter!
Each day, for the next 7 days, you’ll get a super-easy and fun way to connect with your
spouse. At the end of this week, no matter how well you thought you knew your spouse,
you’ll have a whole new way of looking at the ways in which they love to be loved!

CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP!
DATING

LET’S
KICK
IT!
COME JOIN US FOR AN

Epic Kickball
GROUP DATE!

GAME DAY?
WHERE?

Epic Kickball
GROUP DATE!

Kickball can be played on any type of pitch or surface
but it is most usually played on a softball diamond.
Games often consist of 6 innings, but this can be flexible.
WAKA recommends teams should be between 8 and 11.
In Kickball, the order of kicker is to have an
order of girl/boy or boy/girl.
Unlike baseball, there are no strikeouts,
leading off or stealing.
The play comes to an end once the ball returns
to the pitcher.
•
•
•
•

A player can be out in Kickball when:
The ball is caught by an opposing team member.
They are tagged out by an opposing player.
The player is forced out at a base by an opposition
team member.
Maximum of three pitches.
To score a run, a runner simply has to safely reach
the home plate before the end of an inning.
Add in the Kickball Challenge cards to
make the game much more interesting!

Kickball Challenge

As a kicker approaches the kicking area, choose a card and complete
the action! If you fail to complete the challenge - you are OUT!

TEAM A:
You must take
FIVE JUMPS
before sprinting
to 1st base!

SPIN three times
before you KICK!

Blow a KISS to
your sweetheart!

Yell BOMBS
AWAY when
kicking the ball!

Attempt to kick
ONCE with your
eyes closed!

You must
attempt to kick
it with your
OPPOSITE foot!

Give yourself
a HIGH FIVE
when you make
it to second base!

Instead of running
to first base, you
must run to your
sweetie and spank
their butt to be
SAFE! (If your love
gets the ball before
you spank them,
you’re OUT!)

FORGET the
kick - head to 1st,
second, or third
base!

Tell the pitcher
they have to
pitch it as SLOW
as they can!

All defenders
must sit crisscross applesauce
until you kick
the ball!

You must KICK
and RUN with
your hands
together and
above your head!

When running
ALL of the bases,
continue to stick
your tongue out!

At every base,
tell your sweetie
what you LOVE
about them!

If you make it,
you can only
SKIP to home
base!

Pitcher
must roll it
in between
their legs!

Kickball Challenge

As a kicker approaches the kicking area, choose a card and complete
the action! If you fail to complete the challenge - you are OUT!

TEAM B:
You must take
FIVE JUMPS
before sprinting
to 1st base!

SPIN three times
before you KICK!

Blow a KISS to
your sweetheart!

Yell BOMBS
AWAY when
kicking the ball!

Attempt to kick
ONCE with your
eyes closed!

You must
attempt to kick
it with your
OPPOSITE foot!

Give yourself
a HIGH FIVE
when you make
it to second base!

Instead of running
to first base, you
must run to your
sweetie and spank
their butt to be
SAFE! (If your love
gets the ball before
you spank him,
you’re OUT!)

FORGET the
kick - head to 1st,
second, or third
base!

Tell the pitcher
they have to
pitch it as SLOW
as they can!

All defenders
must sit crisscross applesauce
until you kick
the ball!

You must KICK
and RUN with
your hands
together and
above your head!

When running
ALL of the bases,
continue to stick
your tongue out!

At every base,
tell your sweetie
what you LOVE
about them!

If you make it,
you can only
SKIP to home
base!

Pitcher
must roll it
in between
their legs!
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We hope you
had a BALL!
Thanks for
KICKING by!
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